
 
 

                  DESIGN INTENT  
 

 STONG BITE™ BG 

BG: THE BIG GAME 

When the lanes get tight, you need a Strong Bite BG. Purposefully built for 

heavily oiled lanes, every part of the Strong Bite BG is built for hook. A dynamic 

core and textured cover team up to provide traction in slick conditions that will 

take your scores to the next level. Oil is no longer a problem when you have the 

Strong Bite BG in your hand!  

BITE BACK!  

The hybrid NRG cover is finished at an appealing 3000-grit surface out of the 

box, which is smoother than the original Strong Bite™ and gives it more 

entry angle. Harnessing the power of Nanotechnology, the NRG cover family is well-known for 

its ability to hook in seemingly impossible amounts of oil. Never missing the spot, it will fill you 

with the confidence you need to make the best shot you can.  

The G2 Core provides all the powered needed to get the job done in the midlane and backend. 

What would a strong cover be without an engine powerful enough to take advantage of all that 

traction? Boasting a high primary and intermediate differential, the G2 Core ensures 

transitions happen quickly and reliably to optimize pin carry. The Strong Bite BG will be your 

number one companion to make sure your scores are just as big as the oil volume on the lane. 

Always tirelessly making an effort to lead in technology development and manufacturing 

prowess, this ball is brought to you by none other than Storm: “The Bowler’s Company™”. 

 
COVERSTOCK 

NRG™ Hybrid Reactive 
 

WEIGHT BLOCK 
G2™ Core 

 
FACTORY FINISH 

            3000-grit Abralon® 
 

BALL COLOR 
           Violet / Red / Purple 

 
FLARE POTENTIAL 

6” Plus (High) 
 

FRAGRANCE 
              Caribbean Cooler 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 

“Boasting a high primary and intermediate differential, the G2 Core 
ensures transitions happen quickly and reliably to optimize pin carry.” 
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